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Cavendish Auction   February 1992. 
 

MIKE BAVIN sent details of this rather unusual item.  
SUDAN  SG5  (bilingual ovpt on Egypt) perfined "SG" - used on giant  

size military papers envelope to Cairo from Khartoum 8/7/00.  
Est.£270. 

The following are all reported by ALASTAIR WALTER.  
Interstamp Public Auctions - 1/3/96 
Lot 490 "1884 £1 brown-lilac, BA, wink orbs. SG186 used, perfinned 

CIH/SS. Rounded top to right hand corner of stamp - good 
appearance and scarce."  Est £160 Res £130. 

Lot 538 "1883 4d dull green SG192 used, perfinned NZL, slightly  
washed colour."  Est £15  Res £13. 

 
Pottergate Stamp Auctions - 20/1/96 
 
Lot 582 "1872 piece bearing 1d plate 139 tied Liverpool duplex  

with unofficial "Wm Dawbarn & Co. Liverpool" opt. SG pp58 
Scarce." Est £40 Realisation-Not Sold.  Re-entered £30. 

Lot 583   "1858-79 1d plate 166 used cancelled 189 numeral (Glasgow)  
with  'A.&S.H.&Co'  underprint  (A&S Henry & Co) SG pp 93, 
unlisted plate."  Est £40  Realisation £30.  
(G.B.Specialised only lists this on plate 158) 

Lot 589 "1870 ½d plate 13 used with Copestake underprint type 13,  
SG pp27.  Cat. £20."  Est £12 Realisation £10. 

 
Great Britain Postal Auctions-22/1/96 
Lot 404 "GB 1902 1d SG219 U/M perfined shield (City of London) for use 
by the Guildhall.  Scarce."  Est £25. (Scarce because it is U/M?  Not for the 
die, surely?) 
 
NON-PHILATELIC PERFIN 

Member COLIN FOUNTAIN will no doubt have forgotten that some 
years ago he sent me a photocopy of a Specimen Datapost Form. In  
his job, Colin dealt with salesmen from various firms and this  
Specimen Datapost came from Kendrick & Jefferson who specialise in 
producing complicated stationery incorporating transparent  
pockets, self-adhesive labels etc. 

There is no record of this firm using a perfin on stamps. : 
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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 

Sierra Leone "2/WIR" Perfin Bulletin 281 Pg.16-17. 

PAMELA DUKES has intimated that she has this perfin on  
2xSG41 (no legible dates); 2xSG45 dated ?’97 and AUG’97; also 
3xSG74 (no legible dates). Please send details of any holdings so  
we have a more accurate idea of their scarcity - or otherwise. 
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